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Abstract 
Operation of user was defined. The weight of operation was expressed. The variable quantity of 

user behavior was computed by weight. 3-ary vector data definition was expanded. Data item was defined 
by 4-ary vector in personal dataspace. Correlation of data for user was defined by weight. Current weight 
of data was defined by initial weight and variable quantity of user operation. A library dataspace model was 
designed. The weights of data were verified by using a sample in the library dataspace for ten days. The 
result proved the correlation of data was very important and useful in personal dataspace. 
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1. Introduction 

Information technology and internet technology with a rapid development show us a 
huge data amount, variety data and more closely data relationships [1]. The new features of 
data make people in trouble on data management and that is a great challenge for researchers 
about data management. People represent a new theory of data management named 
dataspace to face the challenge [2]. Dataspace is a set of data which relate with subject, and all 
the data in dataspace can be controlled by subject [3]. Dataspace is the focus in current data 
management technology research, there are many achievements about dataspace, such as 
data model  [4-6], index [7], data integration [8, 9] and prototype system [10].  

Dataspace is proposed for solving data integration problem, but dataspace doesn’t have 
strict schema, the data in dataspace are heterogeneous and are saved in distributed data 
resources. Therefore, personal dataspace must be able to judge data correlation for user and 
monitor personal dataspace to catch correlation changing for keeping data or not. The step of 
judging correlation is shown in Figure 1. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Judging Correlation of Personal Dataspace 
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This paper researches dataspace integration which is basis of building a dataspace. 
User’s operation and weight of each operation are defined. Operation-based variable quantity is 
defined by weight of operation. 3-ary vector is researched and expanded. We propose a 4-ary 
vector by 3-ary vector to describe data item in personal dataspace. This paper also defines 
correlation of data by weight of 4-ary vector. A library dataspace model is designed and an 
experiment base on this library dataspace model verifies the operation-based data item 
correlation by weight. The result from the experiment shows the correlation of data item is very 
important for building a personal dataspace. 
 
 
2. Personal Dataspace Correlation 

The personal dataspace integrates data for user and all data items in this personal 
dataspace have correlations for the user. This personal dataspace needs to compute correlation 
between data and user to ensure that the data items in personal dataspace are associated with 
user before saving, and avoid useless data in personal dataspace. It ensures the value of 
personal dataspace. Corespace model which is based on Vertical data model represents core 
space thought [11], Corespace gets a core space for user by threshold of data correlation, and 
correlations of data in this core space are very high. It proves the data in this core space are 
very important for user. It is shown in Figure 2. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Corespace of Personal Dataspace 
 
 

Most of correlation research for personal dataspace assumes correlation evaluation 
method exists like corespace and research on it without mentioning how correlation evaluates. 
We show a way to  evaluate correlation. 

Definition 1: Dataspace S = {d1, d2, …, dm}, d is data item in this dataspace, m is 
number of data items. User operation set for dataspace S is A = {a1, a2, …, an}, a is operation of 
user for every time, n is number of user operations. 

Definition 2: Each user’s operation will produce weight set of operation, the weight set is 
V = {v1, v2, …, vm}, v is weight of data item for operation. The number of items in V is same with 
the number of items in S. 

Definition 2 means each operation of user will produce weight for each data item in 
dataspace. 

Equations 1.  The variable quantity after j times of operation for data item i in dataspace 
S is shown in Equations 1. 
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In Equations 1, there are 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Vi is positive when user has actions on 

the data, Vi is negative when user has actions on other data.  
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Definition 3: It takes a 3-ary vector to describe each attribute of data in dataspace. The 
3-ary vector is defined as (ObjectID, AttributeName, AttributeValue). ObjectID is identification of 
data object, AttributeName is a set which contains the names of all attributes, and 
AttributeValue is a set of the values of all attributes [12]. 

The definition 3 expressed data in dataspace simply, but it did not show the relationship 
between data and user, we expand definition 3: 

Definition 4: We take a 4-ary vector to describe data as (ObjectID, AttributeName, 
AttributeValue, Weight), ObjectID, AttributeName and AttributeValue are the same to definition 
3. Weight was presented to express correlation, and the weight will change by user changing or 
changing of data itself.  

Equations 2. The correlation of data for user is shown in Equations 2. 
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Wd is current weight of data, i.e. data correlation. W0 is initial weight which is given 

when the data into personal dataspace first time. Vc is the variable quantity of user actions.  
We save data by threshold of weight which has set already in personal dataspace, and 

the data is important data for user if weight is over the threshold of correlation. Changing of user 
or changing of data will result in the weight changing between user and data. We will remove 
the data which weight is lower than threshold to keep the high correlation in personal dataspace 
of user. It is shown in Figure 3. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Data Flow for Personal Dataspace 
 
 

We will give initial weight of data item when we extract information from data resources 
first time, and take this data item into personal dataspace by the threshold of weight when the 
weight of this data item is over the threshold. A monitor will monitoring the changing of all data 
items in personal dataspace and judge every data item in personal dataspace is useful or 
useless. 
 
 
3. Research Method 

We use some articles in the library as a test data, and use of Oracle10g database as 
experimental data storage environment. The library dataspace model is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Library Dataspace Model 
 
 

Figure 4 shows a dataspace model for library. Library dataspace extract information 
from articles to create a big dataspace,  personal dataspace of user will access library 
dataspace to catch information for user when a user have operations to the personal dataspace. 
Dataspace management records user’s actions to support user behavior analysis or compute 
weight of data item. 
 
 
4. Results and Analysis 

We select an article A which is published in 2010 in the library dataspace as a sample. 
We choose a reader to build personal dataspace and record this reader’s behavior to compute 
this reader’s variable quantity of operation for correlation in the first day. Let the initial weight is 
1, the operation on first day is shown in Figure 5. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Variable Quantity of Operation for Article A on the First Day 
 
 

The reader accesses library 14 times on the first day. Figure 5 shows reader operations 
on article A are 9 times and operations on other data are 5 times. We can find the Variable 
quantity of reader operations is 0.15 by computing with Equations 2. Therefore, the weight of 
reader behavior on first day is 1.15. 
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We evaluate correlation of article A for personal dataspace of a reader by weight of 
article A and record of the reader who access to article A in ten days. Let the initial weight is 1, 
the threshold of weight is 0.8, we compute weight of every day by Equations 2, the result is 
shown in Figure 6. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Weights of Article A for a Reader in Ten Days 
 
 

Figure 6 shows this reader accessed article A many times from the first day to the 
second day, but article A was not read by this reader from the second day to the fourth day 
instead of researching other data. The reader accessed article A from the fourth day to the 
seventh day, and never touched article A after the eighth day, even without accessing the library 
from the eighth day to the ninth day. It lead the weights of article A for this reader have no 
change in this period. Fig.5 shows the article A is very important for this reader in the ten days, 
and the article A must be the data in personal dataspace of this user in the ten days. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 

The new features of data make people research on dataspace, and there have been 
many achievements in several aspects of dataspace already. In this paper, we researched 
dataspace integration and pointed out the necessity of correlation. Behavior of user was defined 
and operation-based variable quantity was expressed by weight of operation. 3-ary vector was 
expanded and 4-ary vector was proposed by 3-ary vector to describe data item and correlation 
of data.  A library dataspace model was designed and we verified the correlation by this model. 
The result shows the correlation of data is very important and useful in personal dataspace. 
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